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The Kennedy stares into the abyss The world's last floating nuclear supercarrier looks into the face
of oblivion as her thinned, exhausted, and beleaguered crew face the largest herd of dead ever
recorded. Soon the ship's five-acre flight deck will become the scene of a furious and desperate
set-piece battle - like no combat any modern army has seen since Stalingrad. The ranks of the dead
are infinite, and those of the living are tiny, depleted, and running out of time...and of hope. The
abandoned run ahead of the storm Surrounded, cut off, and left for dead, Wesley's band of sailors
and survivors race ahead of the city-devouring swarm, desperate for a way off the land. Air strikes
and shore bombardment threaten to vaporize them at any instant. The inlet onto which they flee is
surrounded on all sides and filling up fast, and the least hesitation will get them all killed, infected,
devoured - or all three at once. The operators jump into mouth of hell Having already dodged a
hundred deaths by inches, the operators of Alpha team and MARSOC now fly into two converging
storms of unspeakable violence and must parachute in and reinforce the Alamo - the hopeless and
doomed defense of the carrier. A thousand things must go right for them to have a prayer of
survival. But it's the job of the operators to succeed even when a million things go wrong.... Ride the
human spirit to its utmost limit in the most terrifying and thrilling Arisen book yet: Arisen, book five Exodus.
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These books are so amazing in terms of their pacing and action. I really admire the abilities of the

authors (and am amazed they've not been picked up by major publishers!). The battle is one the
best fictional conflicts you'll ever read, zombie fiction or not. Terrific.However, I feel the pacing is
starting to catch up with them as the scope of the books has increased. There are so many parts to
address, story lines to integrate, massive technological events to illustrate, that I found myself
asking "why this rather than that" a lot and "but wait...why didn't the characters do that earlier" on
many of the pages and "that pretty much contradicts everything articulated in books 1-4" a couple of
times. I will say that it's nice to read a book so tightly written that you are allowed to ask these types
of things in the moment, say to hell with it, and enjoy the ride.One other point of concern was the
time scaling of everything seemed really off to me. A few hours might as well be a few weeks in
terms of what is done, and the amount of things that happen in the space of five minutes seems like
days. It got really hard to fit the various action into plausible chunks of time. Oh well.Additionally, I
know it's a zombie book. My expectations should be low. But the book spends (too much, as it does
with all the of books) agrandizing those special forces cats, their near-supernatural capabilities, and
most importantly their dedication and self-discipline...and those last two things are ritually ignored in
terms of their mission scope and it's implications. It was really annoying in book 4 and it's
teeth-grindingly bad in book 5. The characters all too often balance the fate of the free world versus
a very immaterial fate of a few.
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